Job Title: Adjunct Lecturers – Computer Science (multiple vacancies)

Location: College of Staten Island

Full/Part Time: Part-Time

The Department of Computer Science at College of Staten Island invites applications for adjunct lecturers to teach undergraduate computer science courses for the 2024-2025 academic year. We are especially interested in candidates who are able to teach C++ Programming, Computer Architecture & Assembly Language, Discrete Mathematics, Web and Mobile App Development, and Artificial Intelligence.

QUALIFICATIONS
Bachelor’s degree in area(s) of expertise, and the ability to teach successfully.

Preferred Qualifications include:
Master's degree or Ph.D., along with teaching experience.

COMPENSATION
Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience.

HOW TO APPLY
To apply, please send your resume/CV and the name and contact information of two references to Dr. Shuqun Zhang: shuqun.zhang@csi.cuny.edu. Please include the subject line “Computer Science Adjunct Position” in all email correspondence.

CLOSING DATE
Open until filled

JOB SEARCH CATEGORY
CUNY Job Posting: Faculty

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
CUNY encourages people with disabilities, minorities, veterans and women to apply. At CUNY, Italian Americans are also included among our protected groups. Applicants and employees will not be discriminated against on the basis of any legally protected category, including sexual orientation or gender identity. EEO/AA/Vet/Disability Employer.